Here It Is! The New Trans-Vue "Entertainer"

Designed Specifically For Professional Use In Commercial Locations

Trans-Vue Master Tuner Unit designed to accommodate as many as 10 remote television viewing units. Three simple controls. Master Tuner Cabinet size: Height 7 2/3", Width 14 1/2", Depth 14 1/2".

Trans-Vue Remote Control Television Units—with 8" angle compensation for perfect viewing at any angle. Viewing Unit cabinet size: Height 23", Width 22 1/2", Depth 28 3/4". Screen size model 160L—134 square inches of picture.

National Service Program Available Now!

Trans-Vue Corp.
1139-41 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago 5, Illinois
Trans-Vue Entertainer

is FIRST with these 12 BIG Features

1. First with COMMERCIAL TELEVISION. Trans-Vue is specifically engineered and designed for use in commercial locations. An exclusive feature that means bigger, better television.

2. First with "SPLIT UNIT" TELEVISION. Multiple remote television viewing units can be placed separately in any part of the room or rooms, yet be controlled simultaneously from the conveniently placed "Master Tuner".

3. First with AUTOMATIC "LOCKED-IN" TUNING. The Trans-Vue Master Tuner permanently "locks" the television picture into sharp flicker-free focus. Easy on the eyes.

4. First with "DIRECT IMAGE" COMMERCIAL TELEVISION. The Trans-Vue image is large, brilliant, in sharp focus at all times and always clear. Seeing is believing.

5. First with EQUAL SOUND DISTRIBUTION TELEVISION. Patrons in any part of the room properly hear as well as see the program because the sound is tailored to the room. No distortion because there is equal tone distribution.

6. First with EXTRA AUDIO AMPLIFICATION. Tailor-made for professional use in every type of commercial location.

7. First with SIMPLIFIED TELEVISION CONTROL. Three control knobs . . . that's all. Change stations at will with the Master Tuner. Quick, sure, simple.

8. First with "ALL-ANGLE" 360 DEGREE VISIBILITY TELEVISION. Trans-Vue multiple remote television viewing units can be arranged in any room to afford good visibility for every patron.

9. First with EXTRA LARGE, DIRECT VIEW CATHODE RAY TUBES FOR COMMERCIAL TELEVISION. Mammoth pictures are seen on a screen viewing area of 134 square inches.

10. First with "ANGLE COMPENSATION". Angle compensation is the scientifically pre-determined angle for proper viewing. Picture meets your eye quickly, clearly and without eyestrain.

11. First with CABINETS DESIGNED FOR COMMERCIAL USE. The beautiful mahogany and gleaming finished cabinets used on all Trans-Vue "Entertainer" units will fit into any location design.

12. First with POLAROID ONE-WAY FILTER. For greater contrast, truer definition. Eliminates fluorescent, incandescent and daylight glare—gives your patrons the sharpest, clearest telepicture, with no "television eyes!"
TRANS-VUE "Entertainer" is Engineered and Produced by RAYTHEON-BELMONT

—a great name in electronics
—pioneer in television

For 21 years Belmont Radio Corporation, a subsidiary of Raytheon Manufacturing Company, has produced electronic equipment for America's homes and industries. Much of this experience has been in television.

Now this leader in its field has engineered and produced the Trans-Vue "Entertainer" as the first television set specifically designed for commercial locations.

You Can Be Sure . . . It's Engineered and Built by Belmont.

Above is the factory in which the Trans-Vue "Entertainer" is made.

At right: View in one of the Belmont laboratories.

Skillful Engineering goes into the manufacture of the Trans-Vue "Entertainer".

Belmont Inspection is your protection.

Engineering starts with careful planning at Belmont.

One of Belmont's busy assembly lines.
Now! Revolutionary **Trans-Vue "Entertainer"**

A Business-Builder that Makes Profits for YOU

THE Trans-Vue "Entertainer" is so new, so different you will hardly believe your eyes and ears. Just think!
Here at last is television engineered just for use in public places . . . real COMMERCIAL television.

Tailor-Made For Your Location! Trans-Vue is your answer to complete entertainment for your customers — and adds profits because you convert television into a business builder through additional sales.

**How?**

By Installing The Only Real Remote Control Commercial Television On The Market!

No more "bunching up" in one spot to crowd around a small screen . . . everybody can sit where they choose and enjoy television at its best with Trans-Vue.
Now you can really attract a crowd every day — television has forged ahead and so can you profitably.

Trans-Vue revolutionizes TELEVISION in public places . . .
Trans-Vue Service Guarantee

The Trans-Vue Distributor whose name appears on this page has been carefully selected to DISTRIBUTE and SERVICE all Trans-Vue installations.

He has at your command the finest, most skilled Television repair and maintenance men that Television laboratories can train. They have been carefully chosen for their knowledge and experience in the Trans-Vue System. They have been equipped with the finest most modern tools and Television maintenance equipment available.

With these facilities at your command, your Trans-Vue Distributor offers you immediate and prompt service. This National Service Program ensures you that your Trans-Vue will always operate at maximum efficiency and produce for you the maximum profit for which it was intended.

Profits for YOU IN NEW Trans-Vue